
To:  WV football associations, where addressed: 
 
The attached document shows the most frequently missed questions on this 
year’s (2010) Part II Football exam. 
 
Note that #6362, 6368, 6373, 6378, 6390, 6396, 6401 and 6424 exceed 180 officials 
marking the answers incorrectly.  You may have to look up the correct answer if 
you do not know it. 
 
There were 637 officials taking the Part II Exam in WV. 
 
Thanks for all your efforts. 
 
Mike 
 

2010 WVSSAC Part II Football Exam  -- most missed questions. 

I have inserted the numbers incorrect (inc.) out of 637 total responders.  The numbers to the left are the 

listing by Arbiter. 

Mike Webb, WVSSAC Football Clinician 

  

6349 The hash marks shall be marked so that they bisect the yard lines.   146 inc. 

6352 

If a dead-ball foul occurs following the ready-for play, it is too late for a coach-referee conference regarding 

misapplication of a rule during the previous down.  126 inc. 

6359 Initial force results from a carry, fumble, kick, pass, snap or muff.  98 inc. 

6362 It is encroachment if the snapper assumes position over the ball with his head in the neutral zone.  197 inc. 

6368 

There are no color restrictions or specifications in effect for athletic gloves worn by offensive and defensive linemen.  

232 inc. 

6371 

The period must be extended if, during the last timed down, B1 commits an unsportsmanlike foul and the penalty is 

accepted.  113 inc. 

6372 

A period must be extended by an untimed down if, during the last timed down of the period, there was a double foul.  

120 inc. 

6373 

If during the last timed down of a period, A1 commits pass interference, the period is not extended whether the penalty 

is accepted or declined.  189 inc. 

6377 Unless a valid fair-catch signal is given, a fair catch cannot be made.  110 inc. 

6378 It is a fair catch when R1 gives a valid signal and R2 catches the scrimmage kick beyond the neutral zone.  256 inc. 

6386 

The absence of eligible offensive receiver(s) in the area of an incomplete forward pass is one guideline in determining an 

illegal forward pass.  105 inc. 

6390 If a player refuses to comply with an official's directive, the player will be disqualified.  246 inc. 

6391 It is illegal use of hands if an offensive player grasps or encircles any teammate to form interlocked blocking.  134 inc. 

6392 If B1 intercepts and is downed; and then A1 and A2 both pile on, it is a multiple foul.  138 inc. 

6394 A free kick must be used following a safety.  107 inc. 

6396 

If requested by the team captain after a safety or touchback, the ball may be put in play anywhere on the designated 

yard line between the inbound lines.  317 inc. 

6401 Illegal participation can be a nonplayer foul.  473 inc. 

6406 The clock starts on the ready-for-play signal following an inadvertent whistle.  119 inc. 

6412 Hiding the ball under the jersey will now be enforced as a basic spot foul using the all-but-one principle.  123 inc. 



6416 The use of an illegal kicking tee will now be penalized as unsportsmanlike conduct committed by the player.  163 inc. 

6417 In the case of a double foul, the captains are not consulted.  136 inc. 

6424 When a live ball becomes dead in player possession in that player's end zone, it is always a safety.  183 inc. 

   

 


